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Introduction

• Football’s prominent place in the sports
economy

• Key actors in the football economy
• Football is played within the internal market

- EU license for professional football clubs and
agents to level out distorted competition?

• The important role of tax
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Introduction

• This study benchmarks tax treatment of
players’ remuneration in selected Member
States (MS) from an EU perspective
- Is football a privileged sector?
- If so, is that specific to certain Member States or

a more general approach?
- What conclusions can be drawn from this?
- What role can the EU play?
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MS, tax and football
Comparative overview

• Focus on player remuneration & tax
- Remuneration components can vary
- Focus of research on ‘regular wage’ taxation…
- … but mindful of trending topics like image rights,

tax residency planning and agent fees
- In scope: Belgium, France, Portugal, Italy, Spain,

Germany, The Netherlands, (quid non-EU?)
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• Players as ‘expats’: The Netherlands, France,
Italy, (Spain)
- ‘Skilled workers’ enjoy a lump-sum deduction on

taxable base
• So-called 30%-ruling in The Netherlands
• Expatriate tax regime France (+- 30% reduction taxable

income)
• “Expat workers” in Italy (+-50% reduction on taxable

income) and Italian resident non-dom regime
• Spain: Beckham-law 2004

MS, tax and football
Comparative overview
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• Players out of scope of a tax preferential
regime: Portugal
- Non-habitual tax resident regime (a.o. 20% tax rate

on remuneration)
• For artists, directors,… not for athletes (!)

• Player non-specific regulated incentive: Belgium
- Conditional incentive for clubs paying wages to sport

professionals

MS, tax and football
Comparative overview
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• Key findings
- Comparable ‘general’ income tax regimes, i.e.

progressive income tax a priori applicable to
player remuneration & broader income categories

- Incentives available & applied in most countries:
united in diversity…?

MS, tax and football
Comparative overview
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• One the one hand, sports law and policy
- Complex evolution

• Art. 165 TFEU: incentive measures, excl. harmonisation
• Subject to EU Law, insofar ‘economic activity’

• On the other hand, direct taxation
- Limited space for manoeuvering for EU

• Competence guarded quite strictly by MS
• Nevertheless, many EU initiatives developed over the years,

especially regarding business/company taxation
• Traditionally, little attention for personal income taxation

EU Dimension
EU Legal Framework – Between hammer and anvil?
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• Are disparities and preferential regimes
problematic?
- Lack of systematic legal comparative (tax) research

• Some emperical evidence of influence on int’l mobility
(Kleven et al. 2013, 2020)

• Anecdotal cases mentioned in legal literature

- Harmful or unfair tax competition? Fairness?

- Issue has a strong transversal character

EU Dimension
EU Legal Framework – What is the problem?
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• First step: put it on the agenda
- Additional research necessary
- Develop policy approach

• Second step: hard law and/or soft law options?
- ‘Hard law options’ : (political) feasibility…?

- ‘Soft law options’ : more appropriate at first glance
• E.g. ‘Code of Conduct’ group for taxation and social security

in the professional sports sector?

EU Dimension
EU Legal Framework – Which steps can be taken?
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Conclusion
• Football players enjoy mobility in the internal 

market
• Taxation of football remuneration: united in 

diversity
- Varying general expatriate tax regimes (e.g., Netherlands, 

France & Italy vs Portugal & Belgium)
- Specific tax regimes (e.g., Spanish Beckham law- abolished)
- Belgian wage withholding tax incentive for sport clubs

• Tax planning in the field of personal income 
tax

• Fair taxation, perception
• EU tax policy: hard bazooka law vs soft law
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